
TcT IT Solutions



The TCT Group
TCT (Telecommunication Technologies) is one of the fastest growing innovative solution developer and system integrator companies in the CEE region.  We provide complex customer relationship 

solutions and enterprise level data and telecommunication network integration. We entered the local and international markets more than 20 years ago and the company has been steadily 

growing since then. We have put innovation in the center of our long term corporate strategy. It had great importance in achieving leading position on the customer relationship management 

market. By now the TCT Group consists of about a hundred highly skilled software developers, IT specialists, researchers and engineers.
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References
Our unique enterprise solutions have achieved recognition from our partners and established our steadily growing market share. By now research and development have become the focal activity 

of TCT Group. Implementing information technology innovations into practise is an essential part of our operations. This approach has helped us to succeed in finding the best solutions for the 

telecommunication and customer management demands of our partners.
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Business benefits of IT solutions
The IT Technology System is a complex telecommunication framework that offers various services with the 

highest efficiency and business value. This building block type service means flexibility, which makes TCT IT  

Technology an ideal solution for telecommunication and other technology service providers regardless the size, 

business model and the locations of the company.

New Profit Centers

TCT's IT telecommunication technology provides solid background to launch quality services efficiently. 

IT solution is the best choice, as:

 

  It allows establishing flexible business and service models. The performance of profit centers can I

  be maximized by service packages tailored exactly to the requirements of the selected market. 

 II. Due to the benefits of IT technology, providers are not forced into compromises, they can 

  cost-effectively offer and implement customized solutions to their partners.
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˘ completely software-based call management for advanced CTI solution

˘ HMP technology

˘ Microsoft Windows és SQL platform (Windows 2012, MS SQL 2012)

˘ VMWare virtual  environment

˘ comprehensive SIP trunk and call management

˘ enhanced load balance and fail-over solutions

˘ ensures flexibility with cost efficient operation

˘ gradable extension of commuincation channels

˘ or agent capacity according to  demand 

˘ modul based, flexible licensing policy

˘ stand alone or cloud based (private) service

Virtual Server Environment
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Sales support automation

Telemarketing / Telesales

Mobil Agent support

Debt collection

IT technology and communication services 
The IT technology provides a complex framework to integrate multi-channel customer relationship management systems. They can combine them with different value-added modules - eg. 

Workflow, Resource Management, Quality Assurance - in a simple and efficient way.

Contact Center / 

Service Center

WEB based IVR editor

ACD

Integrated voice recording

Personal contact center

voice recording (VoxCTRL)

Statistics and reporting

Monitoring

WebCall Call Me Now

Call Blending

Callback

Voicemail

Multichannel

WebRTC

Value added services

Virtual PBX

Enterprise Teleconference

Wallboard module

Text to speech module

Speech to text module

Online Director

CallMix

Quality Assurance

Work Force Management

Quality Administration

Contact management

Workflow Management

Operational CRM

VIP administration
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IVR services

(Interactive Voice Response)
Even in standard edition a complex IVR functionality is available either in hosted or 

premise based environment. Our partners are provided with our professional experience 

of more than 15 years in developing special IVR features and efficient corporate solution 

integrations.

High value built-in features:

˘ Automated customer authentications and segmentations 

˘ Outbound campaign management with customer survey

˘ Best practice self-service solutions for several industries

˘ Working hours management with complex routing options

˘ Service level based callback and voicemail 

˘ Multi-language support  

˘ Text to Speech (TSP) extension

˘ Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)

˘ Voice authentication

Login

Menu level 1

Menu level 2

Menu level 2.1

Menu level 2.2

Menu level 3

Menu level 3.1

Menu level 3.1.1

Menu level 3.1.2

Menu level 3.2

Menu level 4

Menu level 4.1

Menu level 4.2

Menu level 4.3
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IVR Editor: support the design of structured IVR contents in a process aspect.  With the 

graphical editor interface simple customisation tasks can be quickly and easily 

performed. There is also an individual application for the efficient implementation of 

complex IVR developments and external integration tasks .

˘ Developing and editing static and dynamic IVR structures

˘ Tested and finalized menu structures can be exported, possibility of printing IVR 

flow charts

˘ Converting frequently applied functions into templates, parts and complete 

processes can be easily customized in several IVR structures.

˘ With the component-developer platform, special purpose IVR components can be 

created from the scratch. With this tool even custom developed IVR features can be 

integrated with  external CRM systems, service manipulations or individual 

business functions.
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IVR simulator

˘ Mass tests and regression tests: mass call initiations can 

be simulated in the application, IVR servers performances 

can be examined as functions of different loadings.



WEB IVR - VAS ASP website service 
A web based graphical application to design and customize the corporate IT IVR menus. The changes made on the web IVR can go live without delay, enabling companies to inform callers on 

important changes and updates as soon as they take place.

The statistics and reporting module automatically follows the menu structure changes. It provides real time information on the menu selections and the time spent with listening to menu items. 

Mobile phones can be set as extensions of the web IVR with optional recording of these conversations.

˘ No need for new IVR number, the existing ones can be linked to the IVR

˘ The IVR can be assigned to mobile numbers as well

˘ Companies can introduce new IVR without hardware or software installation

˘ Conversations can be recorded and downloaded

˘ Multi-located extensions can be reached from a single IVR

˘ Simple management of the menus with graphical web application 

˘ Reports on “lost” calls can show the unanswered inbound calls about which no information was available previously
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ACD – unified contact 

management
The IT ACD module is responsible for the optimized distribution of customer service 

resources. The ACD manages the system resources of incoming and outgoing 

interactions (telephone call, fax, SMS, e-mail, WEB, VoIP, etc.) and special feature tasks 

(telemarketing calls, call-backs requested by customers, etc.). The ACD  distributes all of 

them to the appropriate agents, puts them into task queues and waiting lines of the 

contact center. 

The ACD module provides universal contact management. It can handle all the 

communication channels of the IT systems along other tasks emerging from the most 

complex customer service operation in a unified system.

The ACD dynamically optimizes task queues against the available resources, skills and 

special distributional conditions defined by the management.

Voice recording, automated 

back-up and delete

˘ All conversations and customer interactions are simultaneously recorded, supports 

most file formats

˘ Allows storing and easy retrieving of the recorded conversations and customer data 

by several criteria

˘ The conditions of archiving and deleting can be set according to the follow-up of 

the  the recorded calls.

Voice Call

Voicemail

FAX

Task Management

SMS

Chat

Email

WebRTC

M
E

D
IA
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Voice recording

Integrated voice recording based on latest technologies!

˘ integrated voice recording as part of the core solution

˘ dynamic hardware resource management

˘ every call data is available and stored centrally with multiple logical references to 

the recorded conversations

˘ access to call data lookup and listening to the conversation record can be 

separated

˘ listening to the recorded conversation is available from any desktop application - 

with the relevant access right

˘ voice recording is extended also to agents with mobile application

VoxCTRL

Unified voice recording system both for personal and telephone customer care!

˘ professional recording of the conversations at personal customer care points

˘ integrated structure for all voice records

˘ enables integrated storing and retrieving of conversations by several criteria 

˘ creates the possibility of unified customer contact history
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Statistics and reporting
IT provides a complete statistical and reporting tool for every aspect of the contact 

center deployment.It collects, structures and proceeds data about every event in the 

contact center and in the statistics they are filtered by the different aspects of the 

operation, including  the performance of the agents.

The statistical module provides near real-time picture of the operation while the 

reporting module enables to drill down to  smaller details behind the numbers. There are 

several predefined statistics and reports. The module enables the supervisors to define 

special views and custom reports, which can be scheduled and send by email.

It is also equipped with wallboard outlet to display service level or any other operational 

data from the statistics.

˘ Detailed operational information for better decisions

˘ The reporting system enables to trace the complete route of a call 

˘ Suitable for real-time data connection with external databases

˘ Hundreds of predefined reports 

˘ Unique statistical views and queries can be defined and stored

˘ Scheduled reports and statistics

˘ Exports in many forms (pdf, txt, csv, xls, etc...), automated forwards in mail 

attachment
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 CAL L

  enter telephone number

  REQUEST CALLBACK

WebCall - Call Me Now

˘ Convenient web call option for the visitors of the corporate website allow immediate access for customers to the Contact Center,

˘ incoming web calls are assigned with priority and placed to Contact Center agents. 

˘ Web calls are classified and routed to different agent groups in a structure similar to calls from the IVR.
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Wallboard module

˘ wallboard outlet to display status information in several formats from the contact center statistics or operational data 

˘ display content and structure can be organized according to the demand of the contact center management,

˘ customizable styles for each data type (e.g. unique backgrounds, fonts, captions, labels, etc...).

˘ notification thresholds can be applied for the different status and operational levels.

Service Level

On Wait

On Break 

Talking Time

Service Level

On Wait

Call Back

Post Production

91

1

0

04:58

91

0

0

01:40

Consumer Contact Center
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Online Director

˘ the central router module that controls all available resources and tasks in progress 

at the different sections of the contact center,

˘ resource administrators can monitor task queues and availble agents historically 

on customizable charts 

˘ they can quickly rearrange resources among overlapping roles as soon as it is 

needed

˘ It enables monitoring the queues of pending tasks and the those in progress at the 

different service groups can be monitod ,

˘ It gives a comprehensive overview to match available resources and tasks to 

achieve service level expectations.
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CallMix - customer care assistant

Innovative customer management system 

˘ for more productive and successful customer contacts,

˘ with enhanced customer experience and more satisfied customers,

˘ callers are saved from futile browsing of the IVR menus and from lengthy waitings for the agents.

˘ verbal and visual channels are merged,

˘ essential support for customers to access any menu quickly in complicated IVR structures,

˘ easy search in IVR contents with fast display option,

˘ freely customizable display profiles,

˘ visual IVR to shorten the IVR route,

˘ customers are relived from autenthication processes, 

˘ prospective calls can be routed directly to the webshops 
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Enhanced Sales Assistance
With this module companies can significantly improve the success rate of their sales process in a 

measurable way. Individual closed sales rates are enhanced by the strict regulation of customer 

contacts and the close monitoring of each steps of the sales processes. The flow steps are 

automated and optimized from the initial appointment calls through the customer visits until the 

closing of the sales agreements. The module controls and optimizes the work of every participant in 

the complex sales process.

Enhanced Sales Assistance is built up from several interconnected applications

CRM It collects and processes customer and campaign data updated by the outbound calls from the contact 

center. The module dynamically refreshes flow step information of the process from the transaction 

records.

Script assistant The result of the script driven prospect contacts are inserted in CRM and the calendar databases. It 

triggers predefined upcoming events in the sales process.

Calendar 

submodule

The calendar database is essential for the scheduling and monitoring of the different types of customer 

contacts. This module provides input to the call center agents in negotiating meetings for the sales 

representatives.

Contact optimizer Dynamically adjust the usage of the different communication channels throughout the sales process.

Campaign 

management

It ensures optimal timing for sales flow steps. The module can quickly refresh large databases with 

redundancy checks on the fly.

Riporting and 

analitycs

The report templates are built up from references to the  filterable fields of the result tables of the sales 

process databases. It supports quick script based analytics for custom reports and efficient sales 

process assessments.

Traveling 

salesmen 

submodule

This application generates the optimal schedule and itinerary for the sales representatives. It ensures 

that customer meetings are performed in the most efficient way and the results get quickly updated in 

the contact history and the CRM systems.
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Telemarketing, application 

assisted sales processes
The TCT IT Technology Telemarketing system support quick and efficient management 

of telephone, SMS and email campaigns. The system deploys several calling strategies 

(power dialing predictive calling) to optimize the use of human resources in contact 

centers.

˘ Building up complex campaigns in a simple, easy-to-use environment 

˘ Immediate campaign launching with templates and automated campaign settings

˘ Convertible for different campaign types 

˘ Remote VoIP agent features support safe and efficient teleworking

˘ Call lists and call strategies can be applied for multiple campaigns  

˘ Real-time status reports about the the progress of the campaigns  

The continuous monitoring of achievements  and subsequent analysis of telemarketing 

projects is supported with reporting templates and custom reports. The progress reports 

of campaigns  can be easily integrated with the call performance reports of the basic 

contact center system. 

˘ Easy implementation, scheduling, organization, monitoring, modification and 

suspension of telesales projects. The system is able to manage unlimited sales 

projects simultaneously.

˘ Script assisted sales, information, claim management, or fund raising campaigns  

˘ Easy external CRM and data warehouse integration: every customer event can be 

exported with the campaign references stored in the IT System 

˘ Script assisted IVR campaigns with automated sms and email notifications

˘ Updating and building new customer databases from the campaign analytics 

The system supports the simultaneous management of incoming and outbound calls 

(call blending). The script (conversation scenario) designer application ensure unified 

conversation flows for outgoing call campaigns. 

Productive call management: call blending and 

predictive dialing

˘ Call Blending enables agents to handle incoming and outbound calls during the 

same session. Customizable call distribution strategy defines the proportion of 

calls managed by agents. It offers a balanced resource usage among inbound and 

outbound agents. 

˘ Predictive calling strategies are built on the call statistics of a previous period 

(predicting the proportion of answered calls from the total number of calls initiated 

by the system). Predictive calling strategies  can also be developed by the average 

duration of calls and other criteria.                
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Function Description

Building call database You can build a specific customer database from different sources. It will contain the relevant data structure according to the purpose of the campaign.  

The script editor and the campaign manager applications refresh customer data according to the result of the calls. 

Campaign management Setting the operational parameters (period, agents, call groups) for active campaigns.

Script editor With the script editor you can build questionnaires that the agents are following and filling during a telemarketing call.  The web based application let 

you define the logical order of the questions and adopts the order of them according to customer answers. Questionnaire component templates are 

applicable to different campaigns. The graphical user interface allow to optimize the different parts of the questionnaire during the conversation.

Script assistant This application can be launched from the contact center desktop application and guides the agent through the questionnaire. Agents can easily learn 

to use it even if they did not make telemarketing calls previously since it is part of the desktop framework. The application proceeds the form 

automatically as the customer answers are registered in them.

Call distribution From the system initiated dialing of outbound campaigns only the connected calls are given to the agents. This way they can immediately start the 

conversation without even touching the client application. If an inbound call comes from a number assigned to an active telemarketing campaign, the 

ACD recognizes it and distributes to a telemarketing agent assigned to the campaign.

CRM system and data warehouse 

integration 

This feature automates the process of building new lead databases and the automated maintenance of the “Do not call” lists. All customer feedbacks 

obtained in telemarketing campaigns can be synchronized with the CRM customer data. They can also be exported to external data warehouse 

systems in a different structures and formats.

Reporting and analytics Call databases and script results are updated on the fly providing undelayed analytics of campaign progresses. Several report templates support the 

detailed statistics, e.g.: individual and team performance comparisons, campaign progress reports by different success rate criteria,  accumulated 

reports on completed campaigns with many built-in views and customizable filters. 

Main features in the Telemarketing system

Predictive call management can minimize idle time and maximize the effective talking 

time of agents. The system continuously calculates the average talking time of the 

agents and automatically starts outbound calls so that they are most likely to be placed 

to a free agent immediately after connected to a customer. 

A call response filter automatically drops calls when busy line, wrong number, fax or 

voice mail is detected and these calls are not transferred to agents.
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Mobile Agent (features)

˘ eliminates distinctions between PBX based and mobile telecommunication in 

contact centers

˘ mobile application enables agents to manage customer calls on mobile devices

˘ full featured call menegement for mobile extension agents

˘ call recording of mobile agents is identical to desktop application

˘ quick and easy agent setup
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Workflow management
In the IT system the Workflow Management module ensures that customer documents 

and connected tasks are processed in a unified and transparent manner. Tasks triggered 

by offline and online customer contacts are distributed by the ACD along the documents 

assigned to them. Task distribution is improved to follow relevant workflow patterns as 

well. 

The Workflow Manager integrates non-voice and offline customer contacts into the 

contact center and extends them into a unified task and document management. 

Scanned postal mails are processed in the same way as if the request arrived at the 

customer service in e-mail, web form, voice mail or phone call. 

Using the IT platform, customer service agents handle all requests and tasks according 

to a standardized, controllable procedure. Combined with the contact center and CRM 

module the Workflow Manager has proved to be a transparent and highly efficient 

enterprise customer service platform.

Beside the customer services, Workflow Manager enables companies to monitor other 

corporate workflows as well. 

The reporting module makes every single work step and the completion of individual 

cases measurable. It enables supervisors to compare the efficiency of workflow 

processes, teams and agents. 

The Workflow Manager offers simple integration to corporate 

mailing and intranet sites. 

˘ Unified email, telephone and web service processes: the contact center agents can 

also start workflow tasks from inbound calls  

˘ Deadline management: due date reminders can be set to every flow step and mail, 

overdue tasks are shown with different color and grouped at the top of the task list

˘ Supervisors can override flow steps: cases can be moved directly to a dedicated 

user and can be taken back to group list (e.g.:  in case of sick leave), similar 

customer tasks in different processes can be combined or single tasks can be 

divided to different flows, tasks can also be closed manually regardless of the flow 

status

˘ Templates can be applied to define new processes and document templates can be 

assigned to flow steps. Template based customer mails are sent also with unique 

IDs and are assigned to the customer ID. They can be searched also in the contact 

history of the contact center or in the CRM system. The template can be 

automatically synchronized with the company's intranet knowledge base. 

The different processes in the Workflow Manager map the existing workflows of the 

company, but make the execution completely transparent and measurable.
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CRM 
The CRM module efficiently supports the structuring of the customer data obtained 

through the several channels of the IT framework. It enables the users with convenient 

database manipulations for different marketing purposes. The CRM application allows 

marketers to define complete sales processes from lead generation to post-sales 

activities. Beside the built-in contact management processes administrators can define 

custom workflows. Different post contact processes may be started automatically 

depending on the follow-up of conversations and other customer contact results. 

The framework supports the combination of product lines and customer data in different 

views. Numerous sales process filters and customer data selection options enable to 

develop better performing campaigns, prospect lists. 

The CRM is open to integration with many globally recognized enterprise applications as 

well. Integrated with the IT framework our CRM is ready to perform special functions 

otherwise unavailable or need to be developed from the scratch:

˘ Unified channel management where sales processes are combined with other 

customer contacts in unified database 

˘ Automatically recognizes customers: it makes possible to display customer profile 

as soon as the inbound call is connected to a call center agent 

˘ Complete contact history in timeline with document and recorded conversation 

references

˘ Data warehouse features for complex business analytics 

˘ Feedbacks and predictions for other modules 

˘ Automated customer management workflows triggered by different contact events  

˘ Temporarily modified individual call distribution processes (e.g.: for VIP calls and 

black list maintenance)
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Log-on test

It is a preventive quality assurance feature of the desktop application. The agents need 

to answer some professional questions before the contact center places customer calls 

to him. The result of the log-on tests can be used also in the agent assessments. There 

is an easy to use graphical designer for the pop-up questions so that supervisors can 

quickly adjust to the new roles and tasks in the contact center.

Motivational use 

The transparency of QM module is capable to demonstrate the strength and weakness 

of the customer service. It enables the management to identify where additional 

trainings are needed to improve the quality. The assessment system clearly shows the 

most effective and customer friendly agents and can set higher standards for quality 

customer care.

Quality management
The Quality Assurance module automates and help the regular agent assessment tasks 

of the supervisors.

It enables the management to asses the customer service through standard and 

transparent processes, evaluate individual and corporate customer service in terms of 

quality objectives.

˘ Voice Analytical module to detect emotional peaks in customer conversations

˘ Automatic selection of typical voice samples for monitoring 

˘ IVR based customer satisfaction control

˘ Log-on tests: check how prepared the agents are before they start answering 

customer calls

Qualitative and quantitative assessment

The QM module is a unified controlling system ensuring impartial and achievable agent 

assessments. Quantitative assessments are automatically generated from agent 

statistics and voice analytics. Flexible templates can be built for standardized 

supervisory monitoring. The agent conversations samples for assessment are selected 

by the module according to predefined parameters.

IVR based post-call reviews

Automated IVR survey is a very effective way to receive immediate customer feedback. 

After the conversation the ACD routes the customer to a simple IVR.  Here they can 

evaluate the service quality by pressing the key on the handset.
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Work Force Management - 

optimized resource usage
The WFM module of the TCT IT Technology can automate the time consuming weekly or 

monthly scheduling of agents. The automated agent scheduling is based on complex 

statistical calculations which can predict more precisely the workload for the coming 

weeks and months. The WFM module is an integrated part of the Host-IT system, but it  

can be used for scheduling other groups or shifts at the company as well.

The contact center workload demand predictions come from the historic contact center 

statistics. The more precise predictions enable better scheduling and a more efficient 

use of the human resources in the customer service. 

Key features of the WFM module 

˘ Defining the available workload and its scheduling according to service level targets 

˘ Automatically generated group and agent level scheduling

˘ Planned and actual comparative analytics

˘ Reschedule according to sick leave or shift modifications

˘ Interface to corporate HR and payroll systems
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The client framework integrates the user interfaces of different modules, applications 

and custom settings in a unified desktop application. Call management include every essential 

feature to achieve top agent performance:

˘ Automated call wrapping and follow-up activity

˘ Forwarding general and special billing settings to the CC provider

˘ Automated filing parameter settings

˘ Displaying unique call information 

˘ Automated call-back distribution

˘ Safe remote configuration

˘ Call forward settings

˘ Multi-prompt – playing agent welcomes according to IVR language selection

˘ Telmode switching: call routing settings to mobile device or external VoIP application

Customer Data Search: Quick access to customer data in multiple views, including contact 

history and recorded conversations 

Activity monitoring: Real-time data on the call load of agents and contact center resources.

The most widely used application 

and components of the client 

framework 

Agent settings 

Activity monitoring

Schedules

Phone book

Customer Authentication

Log Off Control

Contact History

Chat

Call handling

Calendar modul

Statistics and reporting

BCP modul

Integration

Email

ACD Queue

Call monitoring

IT desktop application
The client application of the IT Technology Systems is a flexible framework where the unified user interface can be optimized to the purpose of usage.
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Supervisor desktop modules

˘ System and agent performance monitor

˘ Quality management (real time call monitoring, assessment module)

˘ Reporting module 

˘ Performance forecasting and call management modelling 

˘ Individual working time, break and leave statistics of agents with several 

scheduling options

Scheduled agent log-off 

The Log-off Control application optimizes the breaks taken by the agent according to the 

call load. It prevents from underperforming the expected service level due to temporary 

shortage of active agents.
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